
Homelessness Reduction Task Force
Mental Health/Substance Use Disorder/Case Management Subcommittee

Minutes
1.11.22 2:00 PM ZOOM

IN ATTENDANCE: Dr. Irvin Williams, Connie Bookman, Laura Gilliam, Walter Arrington, Bobby
Phillips, Diane Vchulek,, Blair Castro, Dave Torsell, Dave Cotner, Mindi Caini, Denise
Manassa, Lauren Anzaldo, Christeia Hawkins, Rachelle Burns, Allison Patton, Mike Martin,
Michael Kimberl, Carolyn Grawi

Laura called the meeting to order.

I.         Welcome & Introductions - new members are Dave Torsell (new EMS

Chief), Mike Martin from 211, Dave Cotner from Waterfront in attendance as well.

II.        Discussion topics

a. Exploring HMIS, Case Management and real-time data: Laura had

previously had a conversation with Mike Martin from 211 about another

community’s model that uses HMIS to connect people to housing and see what

shelters/beds are available. This program is based out of Kentucky, it works well

when you have complete buy in from providers/partners. They have the ability

to enter real-time data. Right now, 211 has no real-time information on where

there are beds, food pantries, or social service availability each day. This allows

for integrity in referrals being fulfilled, and the ability to see if the individuals

followed through and accessed the services.

Laura says this is a gap in our community so it would be awesome to look

at bringing these resources here. Denise asks if there is a possibility for us to

partner with Achieve on data collection. Connie points out that she and Blair

previously met with Jen Grove and this data-sharing was a possibility for certain

data points that would be relevant to us.

Mike says that this will be a huge asset in case management going

forward. Implementing this kind of active resource would need generating

excitement and buy-in from partners.

Dr. Williams says the question really is, what is necessary to determine to

what extent HMIS operates, and what would it possibly take to expand to this

new method?

In summary, HMIS is required by HUD to agencies that receive HUD

funding. Purpose of HMIS is to make sure information is collected in terms of

how funds are being used, and can be a way for someone who needs help to

enter by way of agency.



Suggested to speak to Travis on integrating with their county data in order

to upgrade to these real-time platforms. Local resources and local experts would

be helpful in terms of WebEOC.

Michael points out some limitations of HMIS, such as the fact that there

has to be a licensing agreement for each individual who uses it, which can be

hard for organizations who have volunteers. Carolyn points out that maybe there

could be a work around with the license with the agency instead of the

individuals.  Connie mentions that possibly social work interns could complete

the background check and get cleared to assist. You would have to create a job

description that allows staff the time to input these live updates.

Mike is going to connect with 211 Kentucky to learn more, as well as

VisionLink and Travis with Web EOC about all three of these platforms. Will also

connect with John Johnson about what other communities are using HMIS in a

more robust way.

b. Addressing perceived disconnect between mental health and health

care systems – follow up: Laura and Dr. Williams met with Chandra and

Jules from the Healthcare Committee; the idea was to get representatives

from mental health and health to talk about what is happening, what is

supposed to be happening, etc. Having a joint meeting to identify the

disconnect is on the To-Do list.

c. Identifying data sources for metrics and indicators- there are still

some questions on if there is an actual reporting of metrics for some of

these, previously talked about having a subcommittee to help identify

some of these sources. Dave points out that there is a dashboard now on

the EMS page. They are running large records in cardiac arrest and

overdoses. Florida charts and ME’s reports are also available, but not real

time.

Meeting adjourned at 3:23 PM


